X V III. " O n a G eneral M ethod of producing exact R ectilinear M otion by L inkw ork." B y A. B. K e m p e , B.A ., of th e In n e r Temple, late Scholar of T rin ity College, Cam bridge. Commu nicated by J . J . S y l v e s t e r , F .R .S . Received Ju n e 4 ,1 8 7 5 . Since the invention by James W att, in 1784, of the 3-bar linkwork known as " W att's Parallel Motion," which gives an approximate recti linear motion, many attempts have been made to obtain a more perfect solution of the problem how to obtain accurate rectilinear motion by means of linkwork. Professor Tchebicheff succeeded in obtaining a 3-bar link--work giving a much closer approximation to a true resu lt; but in his case, as in that of others, the solution is only approximate, and it may be, in fact, shown that with 3 bars an accurate result cannot be obtained. I t was not until 1864 that the problem was solved; in that year M. Peauj j cellier made his memorable discovery of an accurate 7-bar solution; and I in 1874, when the subject was brought prominently forward in England | by Professor Sylvester, Mr. H art, in a paper read before the British Asso-. ciation, gave a solution by means of 5 bars. Both these linkworks, as is now well known, depended upon the inversion of a circle with respect to a point on its circumference.
M. Peaucellier's apparatus is shown in fig. 10 . P O , O K , K D , D P are four equal bars jointed together at their extremities; P B, K B aye two bars also equal, but unequal to the four others; they are jointed to the others at P and K and to a fixed pivot at B. I t is then easily seen that, however this linkage* is deformed, B, O, D remain in a straight line, and the product B O , B D is constant. Thus if D be made, by means of the bar A D jointed to the fixed point A, whose distance from B equals A D , to describe a circle through B, the point O will describe the inverse of the circle-that is, the straight line O L perpendicular to B A.
Mr. H art's apparatus is shown in fig. 15 . Por the six bars B P, B K, fig. 10 he substitutes the four bars B C = B 'C ', C D = C 'D ', and takes three points, P, O, Y, on a line parallel to 0 O '; these points, however the linkage be deformed, lie in a straight line, and the product P V ,P O is always constant. Thus V being made, by the bar Y U equal to P U and pivoted at U, to describe a circle passing through the fixed point P, as in the case of M. Peaucellier's linkwork, O describes the straight line O L perpendi cular to P U.
A passage in a lecture on M. Peaucellier's discovery delivered by Pro fessor Sylvester at the Boyal Institution, in which he pointed out that there might be^other solutions, led me to investigate the subject further; and I succeeded in obtaining certain 7-bar linkworks producing recti linear motion, depending on two bars being made to make equal variable angles in opposite directions with a third bar. These results were de scribed in a paper published in the * Messenger of Mathematics' of De cember 1874; they are shown in figs. 6, 12, 13, 14 of this paper, and ■will be further referred to.
Further investigation led me to the discovery that all these linkworks depended for their production of straight lines on an exceedingly simple and obvious property of any quadrilateral whose sides are of constant length. The observation of this property at once led to the discovery of a large number of new 7-bar linkworks, of which M. Peaucellier's, Mr. H art's, and those previously discovered by myself proved to be particular cases, the inversion property of the two former being, so to say, acci dental.
I t is the object of this paper to point out this property, and how it may be taken advantage of in the construction of a number of 7-bar straight-line-producing linkworks.
The property alluded to is th is :- I Then it is clear that aI 2+ 6 a-2 a bc o sB = c2+e?a -2a?cosD . .. . . That is, there is a linear relation of the most general character between the cosines of the variable angles B and D. I Before, however, this property can be taken advantage of something more is required; the angles whose cosines bear a linear relation to each other are the opposite angles of a closed quadrilateral; and for our purpose it is necessary that they should be the angles at the base of an open trilateral-i. e., to employ the language of linkwork, the angles made with a third bar by two bars which are jointed to it. To effect this transformation let the second quadrilateral A /S be constructed equal iu every respect to A B C D, and having its sides A, /3 A collinear with the sides B A , D A of A B CD , but placed in a reverse position so as to be the image of A B C D. This new quadrilateral may be termed the §* conjugate image" of A B C D , the whole figure forming what may be termed a " self-conjugate sextilateral."
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[June 17, I t is clear that the angle 8 is equal to the a sides B C, 8 y of the open trilateral C B < 5 making angles with A B who cosines bear a linear relation to each other however the figure be de formed.
Since, however, the relation is an angle relation, it is unnecessary that the conjugate image should be equal to the original quadrilateral; for if the figure A B' C' D' be constructed similar to A the angle D' is clearly equal to the angle 8, and we have the sides C B, C' D' making angles with A B whose cosines bear a linear relation to each other. This makes our results more general; and we are moreover able to make the points D and B', or the points D' and B, coincide if necessary. This more general form of figure, consisting of two quadrilaterals, one of which is the enlarged or reduced positive or negative image of the other, may still be appropriately termed a " self-conjugate sextilateral," the qua drilaterals being still called the one the " self-conjugate image" of the other.
§ 2. Now let the linkage in fig. 2 be constructed, in which A B = a,
D' A =& d, Tc being positive or negative, and greater, equal to, or less than unity, so that the linkage forms a self-conjugate sextilateral, the quadrilaterals A B C D , AB'CfD' being self-conjugate images the one of the other. Now take any point P on B C, and let B P=A , and take a point P on cd D C such that D 'P '= A^. Draw P N and P' N' perpendicular to AB. values to a, b, c, d , and Jc, is the fundamental linkage upon which the various linkworks here discussed depend. As the same lettering will be preserved throughout the diagrams, the fundamental linkage may be at once recognized in each figure showing its various adaptations.
For clearness the bars are denoted by thick lines, the joints by round spots; when a bar becomes fixed so that its joints are fixed pivots, the bar is denoted by a broken line and the pivots by circles round the spots. W hen points in general separate are made coincident, the letters denoting all the coincident points are bracketed together. I t is found con venient to collect the different linkworks into four groups, a separate section, numbered to correspond with the figure, being devoted to each separate linkwork described.
I. § 3. Take _ (ci-Jcd)ab (a2+&2) -(c2+ d2) so that N N '= ?^. 
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Exact Rectilinear Motion by IAnkwork, 571 § 7. This case does not strictly come under the same head as those coming before, but is an exceptional one. ■ ■ IY. § 11. Taking the fundamental linkage in its most general form, fix the point P on a pivot. Now if the bar A B be made to remain always parallel to the fixed line P S, since N N' is constant, P' will move on the straight line P' L perpendicular to P 8.
The parallelism of A B is effected most obviously by adding the bar S T equal to P B, P S being equal to B T. Other methods may, however, be employed; for if C A be joined cutting P 8 in U, TJ is a fixed point; and if U Y be drawn parallel to C D, U V is constant and Y is a fixed point on 0 D. So if U W be drawn paralled to C D, U W is constant and W is a fixed point on A D. Thus the bar S T may be replaced by either of the bars U Y or U W . 
Exact Rectilinear Motion by Link work. 575 ■ § 14. The peculiar form of the fundamental linkwork employed in the last case may easily be seen to be really the same as was used in § 5. From the property of the equal inclination of the bars BC, D 'C to B A , another form of linkwork maybe obtained which does not, strictly speaking, come under this group, but is an exceptional one. In many of the previous cases the point O, which moves in a straight line, will be found to be connected to a fixed point through which the straight line passes by two equal bars. Whenever this occurs the motion of the bar containing the moving point is of the sort described by Professor Sylvester as " tram motion." That is, its motion is that of a bar sliding between two fixed rectilinear trammels, or, to present this motion in its fullest generality, the motion of a plane in which a whole series of points lying on a circle move each of them in straight lines passing through a fixed point. Turning to fig. 16 , if B P , P Ol be equal bars and Oj moves in the straight line O, B passing through B, then if O, P be produced to 0 2 so that P 0 2= P O,, 0 2 obviously moves in the straight line B Oa perpendicular to Ox B, so that 0 , 0 2 slides between the two straight lines B Ox, B 0 2. In this case it is clear that any point 0 3 attached to the bar O, P 0 2, and distant a distance P 0 3= P O, from P, describes a straight line 0 3 B through B, the angle 0 3 B Ox being one half of the angle 0 3 P Ot. This greatly adds to the usefulness of the link works.
Exact Rectilinear Motion by Linkwork. I t is not suggested that the link works here given exhaust 7-bar line linkworks; indeed it is obvious that many of them are suscep tible of variations. Enough, however, has been shown to demon strate the important part which the property of a quadrilateral combined with the principle of the conjugate image stated at the outset plays in the question.
I have strictly confined myself in this paper to the consideration of the rectilinear motion of a point. The principles involved, however, are appli cable to many other problems, as, for example, the motion of bars every point in which moves in one of a series of parallel straight lines or in the same straight line. By means of the peculiar form of the fundamental linkage given in figs. 6, 13, 14, valuable results in the reversal or multi plication of angular motion maybe obtained, and a linkage of 2n-bars may be constructed which will divide any angle into n equal parts. Some of these questions have been treated of by me in my paper in the ' Messenger of Mathematics,' already referred to, which was, however, written before I obtained the general results here given. The exten sion of these results to other problems is reserved for future inves tigation.
